Call for Institute for Social Innovation Fellows
2013-14

The Institute for Social Innovation (ISI) supports research, professional development, and organizational consulting projects that build human capital and sustainable change. The ISI Fellows Program offers Fielding alumni an academic partner to secure funding or other support for projects in support of this mission.

ISI Fellows have one-year appointments with renewal contingent on progress and future plans. Remuneration for Fellows is contingent upon external funding and follows university standards. All appointments include the use of Fielding business cards, access to FELIX and library resources, use of the ISI Fellows Forum (a place to exchange ideas and research opportunities), and consultative assistance from ISI staff. Fellows are invited to share project outcomes with the Fielding community at sessions, clusters and/or through online presentations.

Applicants should review the document titled “ISI Project Success Factors” and give special attention to the items in each of ISI’s three program areas

http://forums.fielding.edu/visible/aça-1/dispatch.cgi/cinsforum/folderFrame/100252/0/def/2846

Project proposals will be assessed based on their fit with ISI’s mission. Project proposals should include the following two page maximum application:

1. Your name, name of doctoral program, and date of graduation

2. ISI Fellow project title and short paragraph summary of project goals

3. Description of project goals, outcomes and activities. As appropriate to your proposed project, please include a description of the innovative or distinctive nature of your project, planned publications, professional presentations or activity, social change or other outcomes, and external funding that would support your project

4. Your CV or resume.

By Tuesday, June 25, 2013 please submit your proposal by email to the ISI Project Manager, Joanna Burns at jrburns@fielding.edu